PROJECT LOCATION
Revelle College Neighborhood

PROJECT DESCRIPTION
The proposed project would provide approximately 73,200 assignable square feet (121,900 gross square feet) of teaching laboratory and service space, research and scholarly activity space, and academic and administrative office, support and conference space for the Divisions of Biological and Physical Sciences.

PROJECT PURPOSE
The project would provide modern instruction and research facilities for programs in the Division of Biological Sciences and the Chemistry/Biochemistry Department. This building would represent the sole expansion opportunity for the Division of Biological Sciences and the Chemistry/Biochemistry Department since completion of the Natural Sciences Building in 2003. The project is needed to address existing and future space needs associated with enrollment and program growth in these disciplines.

PROJECT COST
$111.6 million

FUND SOURCE
State and campus funds

CURRENT PHASE
Initial Planning Phase

COMPLETION DATE
September 2018

ARCHITECT
CO Architects

Note: Capital projects develop over time, therefore the information on this project sheet is likely to change over time. For the latest information and data please contact Community Planning at commplan@ucsd.edu